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Working Group Meetings

• Romania Chairs, OECD/EAP Task Force and 

UNECE are strategic partners

• Financial support from the EC

• May 2008, Bucharest, Romania, joint meeting 

with EAP Task Force EECCA Working Group

• December 2008, Ashgabat, Turkmenistan

– Substantive discussions

– Programmatic guidance

– Adoption of 2009 programme of work 



National Policy Dialogues – IWRM (1)

Armenia (2009)

- Action plan to achieve the water-related Millennium 

Development Goals (targets and target dates) drawn up and 

approved. Implementation foreseen from 2010 onwards

- Continuation of work on strategy documents related to the 

application of principles of the Water Framework Directive 

(WFD) in the Marmarik basin

Armenia (2010)

- Implementation of the action plan to achieve the water-related 

Millennium Development Goals 

- NPD will further develop the strategy documents on the WFD 

principles
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National Policy Dialogues – IWRM (2)

Kyrgyzstan (2009)

- Action plan to achieve the water-related Millennium 

Development Goals (targets and target dates) drawn up and 

approved

- Ministerial Order to establish a River Basin Council for the Chu 

basin in force

Kyrgyzstan (2010)

- Implementation of the action plan foreseen 

- Principles of sustainable water management taking into account 

climate change, the protection of water ecosystems, water-and-

health issues, and payments for ecosystem services 
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National Policy Dialogues – IWRM (3)

Republic of Moldova (2009):

- Policy dialogue on the implementation of the 2008 

Governmental Order on wastewater discharges from municipal 

sources continued (e.g. financial consequences of 

implementation)

- Implementation of the 2008 Action plan to achieve the water-

related Millennium Development Goals (targets and target 

dates), financed by Switzerland,  under supervision of the 

Steering Committee

Republic of Moldova (2010):

- Implementation of the 2008 Action plan to be continued

- Joint pilot project on adaptation to climate change in the 

Dniester basin (Moldova/Ukraine) 
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National Policy Dialogues – IWRM (4)

Ukraine (2009):

- Policy documents on adaptation in water management to 

climate change under preparation 

- Implementation of the 2008 Action plan to achieve the water-

related Millennium Development Goals (targets and target 

dates), financed by Norway, under supervision of the Steering 

Committee

Ukraine (2010):

- Policy documents on adaptation in water management to 

climate change to be further developed 

- Joint pilot project on adaptation to climate change in the Dniester 

basin (Moldova/Ukraine) 
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National Policy Dialogues – IWRM (5)

Georgia

2009 - Letter of commitment received from MoE; topics preliminarily        

agreed

2010 – fact finding mission and start of NPD

Azerbaijan

2009 - Letter of commitment under preparation by MoE

2010 – fact finding mission and start of NPD

Tajikistan

2009 - Letter of commitment under preparation by Ministry of Water      

Management and State Committee on Environment 

2010 – fact finding mission and start of NPD
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National Policy Dialogues – IWRM (6)

Turkmenistan

2009 - Ongoing consultation process

2010 - Letter of commitment and start of NPD expected

Uzbekistan

2009 - EPR includes recommendation on NPD process and 

Switzerland pledged assistance

2010 – Letter of commitment expected

2011 – NPD expected to start
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National Policy Dialogues – WSS (1)

• Kyrgyzstan (2009)

– Financing strategy for WSS sector finalised; 

follow-up to link strategy into budget process 

under way;

• Kyrgyzstan (2010)

– continuation of work to link strategy into 

budget process, support for development of 

new sector policy;
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National Policy Dialogues – WSS (2)

• Moldova (2009)

– Financing strategy for WSS sector finalised in 

2007; follow-up work to link strategy to budget 

process starting at end of year;

• Moldova (2010)

– Development of an investment/action plan 

and link into MTEF;
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National Policy Dialogues – WSS (3)

• Ukraine (2009)

– Dialogue on fragmentation and measures to 

achieve economies of scale;

• Ukraine (2010)

– Policy brief and roadmap of reforms to deal 

with fragmentation; Possible dialogue to 

support preparation of EC sector budget 

support;
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National Policy Dialogues – WSS (4)

• Georgia: (2009) Financing strategy for the rural 

WSS sector finalised; Deputy Minister of 

Economic Development presented key results to 

National Water Commission;

• Armenia: (2009) Mission to identify scope of 

work on financing water resources management; 

(2010) Dialogue on basis of analytical paper;

• 2010: Exploring possible interest in National 

Policy Dialogue in two additional EECCA 

countries
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EAP Task Force work on 

Water

• Overall goal: Support the achievement of the water-related 

MDGs in the EECCA region

• Three areas of work:

– 1. National Policy Dialogue on Financial Reforms (EUWI)

– 2. Managing the Water Sector more Efficiently and Effectively

– 3. Monitoring Reforms
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EAP TF- NPDs

• Improving Financing Strategy Methodology 

(1.3.2)
– 2009

– Improved FEASIBLE tool available;

– Expert workshop to help define work to extend financing strategy 

approach to IWRM took place on 10-11th of June 2009;

– 2010

– Paper on water supply and sanitation governance costs;
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EAP TF - Managing the Water Sector (1)

• Objective: Support the establishment of water utilities as 

autonomous, commercially-run entities

• Performance contracts (1.2.1)

– 2009: Case studies in four locations completed; Updated Guidelines to be 

finalised by end of year; 

– 2010: Assistance on performance contracts in four EECCA locations; 

Regional capacity development workshop;

• Public-Private Partnerships (1.2.2):

– 2009: Workshop in Moscow on 28-29th of January 2010 in cooperation with 

WB, EIB, Russian Ministry of Economic Development; Paper on key trends 

in PPP in the region; Two country self-assessments against OECD 

Checklist for Public Action;

– 2010: Publication of workshop proceedings and possible follow-up actions 

recommended at workshop;
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EAP TF - Managing the Water Sector (2)

• Financial planning capacity development (1.2.3):

– 2009: Work completed, training package available on 

www.water-finance-training.org;

– 2010: possible follow-up with EECCA RECs;
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EAP TF - Monitoring reforms

• Objective: To support water sector reform and to monitor 

progress in this regard, including monitoring progress in 

achieving the water-related Millennium Development Goals 

(Project 1.1.1)

• Work to provide input to a report on progress in achieving the water-

MDGs in EECCA for the 2011 Astana EfE

• 2009: Country report could not be prepared for lack of funds; 

Analysis of available data from IB-Net;

• 2010: Collection of complementary utility performance data in two 

EECCA countries and publish on IB-Net website;
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Thank you!

More information:

www.euwi.net


